We describe a novel algorithm for continuum-armed bandits and noisy global optimisation, with good convergence properties over any continuous reward function having finitely many polynomial maxima. Over such functions, our algorithm achieves square-root cumulative regret in bandits, and inverse-square-root error in optimisation, without prior information.
Introduction
Multi-armed bandits are one of the fundamental problems in sequential decision theory. In essence, the problem is to optimally play an unknown slot machine with multiple arms. This problem was originally considered as a model for the sequential design of experiments (Robbins, 1952) , but has more recently been of interest in noisy optimisation, artificial intelligence and online services.
In its simplest form, the problem is as follows. At each time step t, we choose an arm x t from an arm space X = {1, . . . , K}. We then receive a reward Y t ∈ [0, 1], drawn from some unknown distribution P (x t ). Our goal is to choose the arms x t sequentially, so as to maximise the rewards Y t .
To solve the problem well, we must correctly make a trade-off between exploration and exploitation. At first, we must explore the problem, trying every arm x t so we can learn the distributions P. To succeed, however, we must also exploit that knowledge, preferring those arms x t which offer the best rewards.
This trade-off between exploration and exploitation is characteristic of many sequential decision problems, and multi-armed bandits have thus been extensively studied (see references in Kleinberg, 2005; Bubeck and CesaBianchi, 2012) . Recently, research has also focused on some more complex problems, which share this exploration-exploitation trade-off.
For example, when playing the game of Go, computer programs must investigate a tree of possible strategies. Given limited resources, these programs must divide their time between exploration, trying many different strategies; and exploitation, investigating those strategies which perform well.
Some of the top-ranked Go-playing programs work using bandit techniques, letting the arm space X be given by the set of all possible strategies. As this set is far too large to explore exhaustively, these programs instead use the tree structure of the strategies to search more intelligently (see references in Gelly et al., 2012) .
We can think of this as a tree-armed bandit problem: a bandit problem where the arm space X has some tree structure, and arms which are close on the tree offer similar rewards. Such problems occur not only in computer game-playing, but also in a variety of online services (Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006; Coquelin and Munos, 2007; Pandey et al., 2007; Slivkins, 2011; Yu and Mannor, 2011) .
A third example is the problem of noisy global optimisation. Suppose we have a continuous function µ : [0, 1] p → [0, 1] we wish to maximise, given only noisy observations of the function values µ(x t ). A good solution to this problem must make the correct trade-off between exploration, looking for new local maxima; and exploitation, investigating those maxima which have already been found.
This problem arises in a wide variety of engineering applications, and has been considered by many authors (for example, see references in Parsopoulos and Vrahatis, 2002; Huang et al., 2006; Frazier et al., 2009; Srinivas et al., 2010) . While there are many possible approaches to the problem, we will consider it in a bandit setting; doing so will allow us to construct algorithms which achieve minimax rates of convergence, while still exhibiting good average-case behaviour.
We can think of noisy global optimisation as a continuum-armed bandit problem: a bandit problem where the arm space X = [0, 1] p , and the rewards depend continuously on the arms. This problem can in turn be seen as a special-case of tree-armed bandits, and developments can lead to new approaches not only in noisy global optimisation, but also more generally in complex bandit problems such as computer Go.
In the following paper, we will provide new methods and analysis for continuum-armed bandits, by first reducing to a tree-armed bandit problem. As a consequence, we will describe a new algorithm for noisy global optimisation, improving upon previous bandit algorithms in the literature, as well as new results for tree-armed bandits, which may be of wider interest.
We now give some further definitions, discuss previous work, and then outline our contributions. Many results on bandit problems are stated in terms of the reward function
and aim to minimise the cumulative regret,
where µ * = sup x∈X µ(x). If our goal is to optimise the function µ, at time T we may additionally return an estimatex T ∈ X of a global maximum of µ, and then minimise the simple regret,
If an algorithm controls the cumulative regret at rate T r T , it can also control the simple regret at rate r T (Bubeck et al., 2009) . Controlling the cumulative regret is thus a more powerful result. From a minimax perspective, in optimisation we may care only about the simple regret. However, we can expect an algorithm which also controls the cumulative regret to have better average-case performance, as it will be additionally required to place most of its observations near global maxima of µ. In the following, we will therefore focus on algorithms which control the cumulative regret.
The continuum-armed bandit problem was devised by Agrawal (1995) , and for Lipschitz reward functions µ, nearly tight bounds on the cumulative regret were first proved by Kleinberg (2005) . Kleinberg applied the UCB1 strategy of Auer et al. (2002) to a simple fixed discretisation of the arm space [0, 1] , achievingÕ(T 2/3 ) regret.
Independently, Cope (2009) found it was possible to achieve O( √ T ) regret given stronger assumptions on µ: Cope showed this for the stochastic approximation algorithm of Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952) , applied to unimodal reward functions µ. Auer et al. (2007) obtained similar bounds by extending the method of Kleinberg (2005) : Auer et al. obtainedÕ( √ T ) regret over any reward function µ with, say, finitely many quadratic global maxima. Kleinberg et al. (2008) described a new 'zooming' algorithm, which used an adaptive discretisation of the arm space X, and could be applied whenever X was a metric space. For Lipschitz µ, Kleinberg et al. obtained regret likẽ O(T 1−1/(β+2) ), for a parameter β ≥ 0 they called the zooming dimension, which measures the difficulty of the bandit problem. Bubeck et al. (2011b) described an algorithm HOO, which improved upon the zooming algorithm of Kleinberg et al. (2008) , weakening the assumptions required. Bubeck et al. thereby again obtainedÕ( √ T ) regret over µ with, say, finitely many quadratic global maxima, as well as covering more general arm spaces and reward functions.
While the above results are significant, a shared weakness is that they all require some assumptions on the shape of the reward function µ. For example, if we assume that µ has quadratic global maxima, like
but then try to optimise a maximum of a different power,
or one which mixes powers,
we will not achieveÕ( √ T ) regret. Some authors have tried to improve upon this, constructing bandit algorithms which adapt to the shape of the reward function. Under further regularity assumptions, Bubeck et al. (2011a) extended the algorithm of Kleinberg (2005) to adapt to the Lipschitz constant. In a noiseless problem, for the simple regret, Munos (2011) described an algorithm based on HOO, which adapts to a wide range of reward functions µ.
In this paper, we will build upon an approach described by Slivkins (2011) for tree-armed bandits. Slivkins described an algorithm, TaxonomyZoom, which is based on the zooming algorithm of Kleinberg et al. (2008) , and can adapt to a wide range of reward functions µ, if the arm space X is given by a finite tree.
In the following, we will describe an algorithm based on TaxonomyZoom, which applies more generally in tree-armed bandits. We will prove our algorithm adapts to a wider range of reward functions, using a novel argument which corrects a flaw in the argument of Slivkins (2011) .
As a consequence, we will deduce an algorithm for continuum-armed bandits which achievesÕ( √ T ) cumulative regret over reward functions like (4)-(6); in noisy global optimisation, our algorithm will likewise optimise such functions with errorÕ(1/ √ T ). While the constants in these rates will of course depend on the reward function, our algorithm will be able to attain the rates without prior knowledge of the rewards.
In tree-armed bandits, our results will show it is possible for a bandit algorithm to adaptively combine multiple trees over X, so as to minimise the regret. We will also prove near-matching lower bounds on the regret, given in terms of the zooming dimension β.
Concurrently with this work, Valko et al. (2013) have described another adaptive algorithm which can be applied to continuum-armed bandits, based on the approach of Munos (2011) . While their results only bound the simple regret, and do not adapt to reward functions like (6), their approach may be more easy to generalise, and their results are complementary to ours.
In Section 2, we will discuss the continuum-armed bandit problem, and the class of reward functions µ we consider. In Section 3, we will then describe our algorithm for tree-armed bandits, and state the results we will prove in this setting. Finally, in Section 4 we will give proofs of our results.
Continuum-armed bandits
In this section, we will describe our results on the continuum-armed bandit problem. In Section 2.1, we will give a definition of the problem, and in Section 2.2, define the class of reward functions we will consider. In Section 2.3 we will give examples of our new function class, and in Section 2.4 briefly state our results.
Problem statement
We begin with a precise definition of the multi-armed bandit problems we will consider. Suppose we have some measurable arm space (X, E), and for each x ∈ X, we have an unknown distribution P (x) over [0, 1] . At time t, we are allowed to choose an arm x t ∈ X, and then receive a reward Y t with distribution P (x t ), which we wish to maximise.
Formally, we take a probability space (Ω, F, P), with random variables Y t ∈ [0, 1] and Z t ∈ Z, t ∈ N, for a measurable space (Z, E ′ ); the variables Z t represent a source of randomisation. At time t, we require that Z t is distributed independently of past events, x t is an E-measurable function of Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1 , Z 1 , . . . , Z t , and Y t has distribution P (x t ), conditionally on past events and Z t . A strategy for the continuum-armed bandit problem is given by the functions x t , and the distributions of the variables Z t .
We can then define the reward function µ and cumulative regret R T , as in (1) and (2). If our goal is to optimise µ, we may additionally return an estimated global maximumx T , which we require to be an E-measurable function of Y 1 , . . . , Y T , Z 1 , . . . , Z T , and an independent randomisation variableẐ T ∈ Z. We can then likewise define the simple regret S T , as in (3).
Our goal is to find a strategy which makes the regrets R T and S T as small as possible, for a wide variety of reward functions µ. If the space X is finite, this is the standard multi-armed bandit problem. In the following, however, we will first consider the space X = [0, 1] p , for p ∈ N; this is then the continuum-armed bandit problem, illustrated in Figure 1 .
As noted in the introduction, previous works have been able to establish cumulative regret likeÕ( √ T ), and hence also simple regret likeÕ(1/ √ T ),
Figure 1: The continuum-armed bandit problem: we choose arms x t , observe rewards Y t , and aim to maximise the mean rewards µ(x t ).
only under strong assumptions on the shape of µ near its global maxima. In the following, our goal will be to achieve similar results, for more general reward functions, without prior knowledge of µ.
Zooming continuous functions
We now define a new class of reward functions µ, the zooming continuous functions. We will show that this class covers a wide variety of potential behaviours for the reward function µ, and that it is possible to solve any such continuum-armed bandit problem with onlyÕ( √ T ) cumulative regret. The motivation for our definition comes from the behaviour of zoomingtype algorithms for continuum-armed bandits, such as the zooming algorithm of Kleinberg et al. (2008) , or the HOO algorithm of Bubeck et al. (2011b) . We note that these algorithms proceed by 'zooming in' to small regions U of the arm space X, in neighbourhoods of the global maxima of µ.
These algorithms choose arms x t preferentially from the regions U, attempting to learn more about the behaviour of µ near its maxima. Given enough data, the algorithms then subdivide each region U into smaller regions, and focus on those closest to the maxima of µ.
The regret incurred by such algorithms in large part depends on the difficulty of finding sub-regions of U on which µ varies less. We therefore wish to find a wide class of functions µ for which this task is not too difficult.
The smoother µ is, the less µ will vary near its maxima, and the easier this task will be. We are therefore looking for some kind of smoothness class of functions. However, in this case standard smoothness classes do not describe the correct behaviour, as we will show in Section 2.3.
It turns out that the relevant smoothness class is a kind of uniform continuity, which we call zooming continuity. The definition is as follows. Given any U ⊆ R p , define its diameter along axis i,
and its overall diameter,
Given also x ∈ R d , define its size, relative to U, to be
We can then state the following definition. Definition 1. Let X ⊂ R p be a compact product of intervals. The function f : X → R is zooming continuous if:
(i) f is continuous, with finitely many global maxima; and (ii) for any global maximum x * of f, and any neighbourhood U in X of x * ,
as ε → 0.
Intuitively, we are describing functions f with the following property. Let U be a neighbourhood in X of a global maximum x * . Suppose we restrict f to U, and then rescale f so that its domain U is just contained within [0, 1] p , and its range over U is [0, 1] . In other words, we 'zoom in' to f over U.
This new, zoomed-in f should be uniformly continuous. Furthermore, its continuity should be uniform over all choices of U and x * : the function f should not get rougher as we zoom in on smaller and smaller regions U.
Our definition is illustrated in Figure 2 . Function (i) looks zooming continuous: as we zoom in on its maximum, the function remains smooth. Function (ii) does not look zooming continuous: as we zoom in on its maximum, the function gets rougher.
Examples of zooming continuity
We now explore the consequences of our definition, by considering some simple examples of functions which are or are not zooming continuous. 
However, the following functions f are not zooming continuous.
The above functions are illustrated in Figure 3 . We note that maxima given by powers of |x| are thus zooming continuous; however, some other elementary functions are not.
The functions which fail to satisfy Definition 1 are all difficult to handle within the framework we will describe, for various reasons. Intuitively, it is unsurprising we do not consider function (ii) of Example 1, as it has a sharply peaked maximum, which will prove difficult to locate under noise. Function (iii), which has a very flat maximum, and (iv), which looks like two different polynomials, should be easier to optimise. However, they are difficult to include in the technical framework we will introduce below; a more sophisticated analysis may be able to improve upon this. Similar problems also occur when considering functions with infinitely many global maxima, which we have excluded from Definition 1. Nevertheless, the functions (i) still cover a wide range of behaviour for reward functions in continuum-armed bandits. In Section 2.4, we will show that zooming continuity thus gives a more general class of reward functions than has been previously considered when establishing good rates of cumulative regret. First, though, we demonstrate that zooming continuity is independent of some standard smoothness classes. For s > 0, let C s denote the class of s-Hölder functions, and let C ∞ denote the class of infinitely-differentiable functions. As the functions −|x| α are not C s for any s > α, but the function
we have the following corollary.
(i) For any s > 0, there exist zooming continuous functions f which are not C s .
(ii) There exist functions f which are C ∞ , but are not zooming continuous.
Results for continuum-armed bandits
We now move on to our results on the regret in continuum-armed bandits, for zooming continuous reward functions. We begin with some general examples of zooming continuous functions, which will be more relevant to the problem we consider.
Example 2. Let X ⊂ R p be a compact product of intervals, and f : X → R be continuous, with finitely many global maxima x * 1 , . . . , x * L . For each maximum x * l , let f satisfy one of the following as
for a positive-definite matrix A l ∈ R p×p , and α l > 0.
(ii) x * l is a separable maximum,
Then f is zooming continuous.
We note that the case of elliptical maxima includes all maxima where the function is well-approximated by a quadratic, setting α l = 2, and letting A l be the square root of the Hessian matrix. Alternatively, the case of separable maxima allows us to model functions which depend more strongly on some coordinates x i than others.
In general, we can think of zooming continuity as describing reward functions with polynomial-like behaviour at their global maxima. If these maxima were known to be quadratic, say, then under some additional assumptions, previous algorithms for continuum-armed bandits, such as the UCBC algorithm of Auer et al. (2007) , or the HOO algorithm of Bubeck et al. (2011b) , would be able to achieveÕ( √ T ) cumulative regret. However, our zooming continuity condition is more general. It describes the behaviour of reward functions with polynomial-like global maxima, for all polynomial powers simultaneously; it even allows these powers to be different along each axis.
When the reward function has such behaviour, the following result shows we can achieve good rates of regret in the continuum-armed bandit problem. This result comes as a corollary to theorems given in Section 3, where we also describe a strategy achieving such regret, and provide a near-matching lower bound.
Corollary 2. Let ε ∈ (0, 1). There exists a strategy for continuum-armed bandits, depending only on ε, which achieves regret
on an event with probability 1−ε, whenever the reward function µ is zooming continuous. Furthermore, on this event, the strategy has a total computation time of onlyÕ(T ).
We thus deduce that it is possible to achieveÕ( √ T ) cumulative regret in continuum-armed bandits, andÕ(1/ √ T ) error in noisy global optimisation, over a wide variety of reward functions, without prior information. However, to establish this result, we must first reduce the problem to one of tree-armed bandits, which we consider in the following section.
Tree-armed bandits
In this section, we will describe our results on the tree-armed bandit problem. In Section 3.1, we will give a definition of the problem, and in Section 3.2, describe the algorithm we will use to solve it. In Section 3.3, we will define a class of reward functions over which our algorithm performs well, and in Section 3.4, state our bounds on the regret. Finally, in Section 3.5 we will show how our algorithm can be implemented efficiently.
Problem statement
In the tree-armed bandit problem, we again consider the multi-armed bandit problem described in Section 2.1, but now with a more general arm space X. We allow any space X on which we are given a certain tree structure, which we define below; we will show that the continuum-armed bandit problem is a special-case of this more general setting.
We choose to work in the tree-armed setting, rather than the continuumarmed one, for a number of reasons. Firstly, in the tree-armed setting our conditions on the reward function µ are more easily relatable to those studied by previous authors, including the zooming-dimension condition of Kleinberg et al. (2008) , and the quality condition of Slivkins (2011) .
Secondly, the tree-armed setting allows us to state our results in more generality; in particular, we prove near-matching upper and lower bounds for reward functions of any zooming dimension, a result which to our knowledge is new to the literature. Finally, the tree-armed setting also makes it easier to state and prove our results for continuum-armed bandits.
The tree-armed bandit problem has been independently considered by several authors (Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006; Coquelin and Munos, 2007; Pandey et al., 2007; Slivkins, 2011; Yu and Mannor, 2011) , and the strategies developed are currently used by some of the top-ranked computer programs in the game of Go (Gelly et al., 2012) . While our results will be motivated by the specific problem of continuum-armed bandits, they may thus also be of wider interest.
To define our setting, let the arm space X be a Cartesian product p i=1 X i , for coordinate spaces X i . For i = 1, . . . , p, let T i be a tree with root node X i , and whose nodes are all given by non-empty subsets of X i . Further require that each node U is either a leaf node, or has children V which form a partition of the set U. Each non-leaf node must have at least 2 and at most q children, for a constant q ∈ N.
Formally, we can define a σ-algebra E on X as follows. For each coordinate space X i , let E i be the sigma-algebra generated by the nodes U of T i . We then define E to be the product σ-algebra of the E i .
As before, we sequentially choose arms x t ∈ X, and receive rewards Y t ∈ [0, 1] having distribution P (x t ). Our goal remains to find a strategy
. . . . . . minimising the regrets R T and S T , for a wide variety of reward functions µ. However, we must now do so for general treed spaces X, given only the trees T i . Continuum-armed bandits lie within this setting, letting each coordinate space X i = [0, 1]. The trees T i can be chosen to be dyadic trees on [0, 1], defined as follows. The dyadic tree on [0, 1) is the tree with root node [0, 1), where each node [a, b) has children [a,
We can similarly define the dyadic tree on [0, 1], instead allowing each node with upper bound 1 to contain the point 1; this tree is illustrated in Figure 4 . If the trees T i are dyadic trees on [0, 1], then E is the Borel σ-algebra on [0, 1] p , and we recover the continuum-armed bandit setting of Section 2.1.
With these definitions, we can consider continuum-armed bandits as a special-case of tree-armed bandits. In the following section, we will describe an algorithm for solving not only continuum-armed bandits, but also treearmed bandits more generally. We will then show that our algorithm not only improves upon previous work in tree-armed bandits, but also achieves near-optimal rates of regret over zooming continuous reward functions.
Adaptive-treed bandits
Our algorithm for tree-armed bandits uses a UCB-like strategy, where the arms x t are chosen to maximise an upper confidence bound on the reward. Such strategies were popularised by Auer et al. (2002) , and have previously been applied to both continuum-armed bandits (Kleinberg, 2005; Auer et al., 2007; Kleinberg et al., 2008; Bubeck et al., 2011b ) and tree-armed-bandits (Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006; Coquelin and Munos, 2007; Pandey et al., 2007; Slivkins, 2011) .
In particular, our algorithm builds upon the work of Slivkins (2011) , and is closely related to that author's TaxonomyZoom algorithm for bandits on a single finite tree. Our algorithm differs from TaxonomyZoom in three respects. Firstly, our algorithm works with infinite trees. While this change is relatively minor, it is necessary for the application to continuum-armed bandits. Secondly, our algorithm returns an estimated global maximumx T , allowing the algorithm to be directly used in optimisation. Finally, and most significantly, our algorithm can work with multiple trees, adaptively combining them so as to minimise the regret.
We begin with a brief summary of the algorithm. At time t, we will partition the arm space X into a set A t−1 of active boxes, chosen in terms of the past rewards Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1 . For each box B ∈ A t−1 , we further compute an index I t−1 (B) ∈ R, which upper bounds the maximum reward sup x∈B µ(x). We will then select an active box B t maximising I t−1 , and pull an arm x t chosen uniformly at random from B t .
To describe our algorithm in detail, we will need some additional definitions. We begin with the concepts which depend on the sample space X: the set of boxes B ⊆ X we will use to construct our partitions, and the distribution π over X we will treat as uniform.
In the specific case of continuum-armed bandits, the boxes B will be the products of dyadic intervals in [0, 1] p , and π will be the uniform distribution on [0, 1] p . However, since we aim to treat the more general tree-armed setting, we now give more general descriptions of these ideas.
We define a box B to be any product
where each U i is a node in the tree T i ; we further let B denote the set of all such boxes. For a fixed reward function µ : X → [0, 1], we also define the width W of a box B to be
We then define a distribution π on the measurable space (X, E), given as the product of distributions π i on the spaces (X i , E i ). Intuitively, π i will be the distribution of a point in X i chosen by uniform random descent of the tree T i .
To be precise, we generate a random sequence of nodes U n in T i , setting U 1 = X i . For n ∈ N, if U n is a leaf node, we terminate the sequence at U n ; otherwise, we choose U n+1 uniformly at random from the children of U n . We then define a distribution π i on (X i , E i ) by
it can be checked this uniquely defines a distribution π i .
We have thus defined the set B of boxes we will use to partition X, and the distribution π over X we will take as uniform. We note that for continuum-armed bandits, these definitions agree with those given above.
We now move onto the definition of the index I t . For each active box B, I t (B) will be based on the empirical mean of past rewards Y s associated with arms x s in B. To ensure this is an upper bound for the maximum reward over B, we will add two additional terms: one to correct for the stochastic error associated with estimating the mean reward, and one to bound the difference between mean and maximum.
Suppose that at time t, we select the active box B t , drawing x t from the distribution π | B t . For any box B, we will say B was hit at time t if x t ∈ B ⊆ B t . Let n t (B) be the number of times s ≤ t at which B was hit, and if n t (B) > 0, let µ t (B) be the corresponding average reward. For fixed µ, we note that µ t (B) is an unbiased estimate of
the expected reward on B under π.
To bound the error in this estimate, we next define a confidence radius r t (B), chosen so that |µ t (B) − µ(B)| ≤ r t (B) with high probability. We first fix an error probability ε ∈ (0, 1), which will control the accuracy of our bound; we will show that our results on the regret hold with probability 1 − ε.
For any box B = p i=1 U i , we then let d(B) denote the depth of B, the maximum depth of any U i in its corresponding tree T i , and define the constant
We also set τ = 4ε −1 , and then define the confidence radius
To conclude the definition of the index I t (B), we will need a term bounding the difference between the mean and maximum reward on B. This term will depend on a constant γ ∈ (0, 1), which we will call the quality, a notion we inherit from Slivkins (2011) .
The quality γ describes how difficult we expect the tree-armed bandit problem to be, and thus how conservatively our algorithm should act. In the following sections, we discuss the implications of γ in more detail. For now, we note that smaller γ corresponds to a more difficult problem, and more conservative behaviour.
Given a fixed choice of γ, we then define the index
where the constant ν = 8 2/γ; if n t (B) = 0, we take I t (B) = +∞. The index I t (B) is thus a sum of the empirical mean µ t (B), the confidence radius r t (B), and an additional term 2pνr t (B), which bounds the difference
between the mean and maximum reward over B; this is illustrated in Figure 5 . We next describe our set A t of active boxes. Our goal will be to choose as few active boxes as possible, while still ensuring that for each active box B, the index I t (B) is an upper bound for the maximum reward over B. To do so, we will aim to select a set of active boxes B satisfying the inequality W (B) ≤ 2pνr t (B); we will thus need to find estimates of the widths W (B).
Our estimates will work on the principle that, if the reward function µ is well-behaved, we will be able to find large enough sub-boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B for which µ(C 1 )−µ(C 2 ) ≈ W (B). Since we always have µ(C 1 )−µ(C 2 ) ≤ W (B), we may thus estimate W (B) by a suitable maximum of these differences, taken over many pairs C 1 , C 2 .
Since we will not have access to the means µ(C k ) themselves, we will need to bound them using the data. We therefore define the lower and upper bounds on the mean reward,
We may then define our width estimate
where the maximum is taken over a set M t (B) of pairs (C 1 , C 2 ) to be defined; the estimate W t (B) is illustrated in Figure 6 . We will choose M t (B) to be the set of all pairs (C 1 , C 2 ) of boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B, which for k = 1, 2 satisfy:
Figure 6: The width estimate W t (B), maximised at boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B.
(ii) for some i = 1, . . . , p, we have U i,k ∈ T i , and U j ∈ T j , j = i, satisfying
In other words, M t (B) contains all pairs (C 1 , C 2 ) of boxes in B which are not much smaller than B, and agree except along one axis; one such pair is illustrated in Figure 7 . Having defined our width estimates W t (B), we now return to the set A t of active boxes. We first state that at the beginning of the algorithm, only the root box X is active: A 0 = {X} . At later times t, we define each A t in terms of A t−1 , so as to maintain the following invariant.
We start by setting with A t = A t−1 . Suppose this violates Invariant 1 for some box B = p j=1 U j , and that W t (B) is maximised by sub-boxes C 1 , C 2 differing only along axis i. Then we remove B from A t , and replace it with the boxes
We repeat this process until A t satisfies Invariant 1; the process is illustrated in Figure 7 .
We have thus described how we choose the set A t of active boxes. Finally, we define our estimatex T of a global maximum of µ; we setx T = x T * , where the optimal time
breaking ties arbitrarily. We have then described in full our algorithm ATB, given by Algorithm 1. We note that our algorithm is closely related to the TaxonomyZoom algorithm of Slivkins (2011); we briefly describe the changes.
(ii) Figure 7 : Plot (i) shows a partition A t of the arm space X = [0, 1] 2 into active boxes; (ii) shows A t after the box B has been split to maintain Invariant 1. The boxes C 1 , C 2 satisfy condition (9).
Data: space X, trees T i , error rate ε, quality γ set A 0 = {X}; for t = 1, . . . , T do select a box B t ∈ A t−1 maximising I t−1 ; play an arm x t drawn at random from π | B t ; set A t = A t−1 ; while Invariant 1 is violated, by B = p j=1 U j , and
Firstly, to allow us to work with infinite trees, we have redefined the confidence radius r t (B) to depend on the depth of B, rather than the size of the trees T i . Secondly, we have included a rule for choosing an optimal pointx T , given in terms of the confidence radii r t (B t ). Lastly, we have made a number of changes which allow us to work with multiple trees T i .
The first of these is simply that we partition the arm space X into boxes B ∈ B given by a product of nodes in trees, rather than the nodes themselves. The second is that we have altered the width estimate W t (B) to require that the boxes C 1 , C 2 agree except in one axis; this allows us to detect not only the width of a box B, but also an axis i along which it varies.
The final change is in the procedure for ensuring that Invariant 1 holds. When the invariant is violated by a box B, we split that box only along the axis i; this process allows us to adapt the shape of the active boxes B to the shape of the reward function µ.
In Section 3.4, we will show that for a wide range of reward functions µ, our algorithm achieves near-optimal rates of regret, for the optimal combination of trees T i , without prior knowledge of µ. It thereby obtainsÕ( √ T ) cumulative regret in continuum-armed bandits, andÕ(1/ √ T ) error in noisy global optimisation, over any zooming continuous reward function.
Well-behaved rewards
We now describe the conditions we will require on the reward function µ, so as to achieve good rates of regret in tree-armed bandits. As our conditions will be quite technical, we will motivate them in two different ways.
Firstly, our conditions will all be satisfied by zooming continuous reward functions µ; our results will thus apply directly to continuum-armed bandits and noisy global optimisation. Secondly, our conditions will be closely related to other conditions studied in the literature, including the zoomingdimension condition of Kleinberg et al. (2008) , and the quality condition of Slivkins (2011) .
To begin, we will need some preliminary definitions. In the following, we will consider collections C of pairwise-disjoint boxes B ∈ B. We will say a box B is on C, if it is a union of boxes in B. We will further say C is a refinement of C ′ , if this is true for all B ∈ C ′ .
A specific type of collection C we will consider is the grid. A grid G is any set of boxes { p i=1 U i : U i ∈ S i } , where for each i = 1, . . . , p, S i is a collection of pairwise-disjoint nodes in T i . We will say two grids G, G ′ are separated, if for any box B on G ∪ G ′ , B is on either G or G ′ .
Finally, for a fixed reward function µ, given δ > 0 we define the level set
and for any box B, we define its maximum and average badness, We are now ready to state our conditions on µ.
Definition 2. Let µ : X → [0, 1] be E-measurable. We will say µ is wellbehaved if for each m ∈ N, we have a partition B m of X, made up of boxes B ∈ B, and a subset C m ⊆ B m , satisfying the following.
(i) For each m ∈ N, letting δ m = 2 1−m , the level set X δm is covered by C m .
(ii) Each C m has cardinality at most κδ (iv) For each box B on some C m , there exist two sub-boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B satisfying condition (9), with:
, for a constant γ ∈ (0, 1), and
(v) For each m ∈ N, we have some L m ∈ N, and pairwise-separated grids
We will call β the zooming dimension, and γ the quality.
We now discuss the implications of our definition, which is illustrated in Figure 8 . Firstly, we note that the conditions are all satisfied when the reward function µ is zooming continuous. Secondly, we note that the conditions of Definition 2 are related to other conditions previously studied in the literature. The zooming dimension β ≥ 0, and quality γ ∈ (0, 1), are related to similar concepts defined by Kleinberg et al. (2008) and Slivkins (2011) , and measure the difficulty of solving a bandit problem with reward function µ, when subdividing the arm space X using the trees T i .
We will discuss in more detail the meaning of these quantities below; for now, we note that they are a function both of the reward function µ, and the trees T i . In the following, we will assume that we have some natural choice of trees T i we may treat as fixed, as is the case in continuum-armed bandits; we may thus consider these quantities primarily as a function of µ.
Conditions (i)-(iiia) state that µ has zooming dimension β ≥ 0: this concept was introduced by Kleinberg et al. (2008) , and bounds the number of near-maximal boxes B we must evaluate to find the global maxima of µ. The larger β is, the more alternatives we must consider, and the worse our regret rates will be. Kleinberg et al. (2008) defined the zooming dimension relative to a fixed metric, with respect to which µ is assumed to be Lipschitz. Our formulation is more closely related to that of Slivkins (2011) , who did not fix a metric, but instead used the strongest metric which µ is Lipschitz with respect to.
Our condition improves upon that of Slivkins (2011) by allowing the cover C m to be made up of boxes B ∈ B, constructed not just from a single tree T i , but also from arbitrary combinations of them. This flexibility allows us to ensure that a wider variety of reward functions µ will have zooming dimension β = 0; in particular, it is necessary to get near-optimal rates for the separable maxima in Example 2.
For the continuum-armed bandit problems we will consider, we will always have zooming dimension β = 0. However, in tree-armed bandits, we will also consider the case β > 0, as this allows our results to hold in more generality. In particular, we will prove near-matching lower bounds on the regret in terms of all β ≥ 0, a result we believe to be new in the literature.
Condition (iiib) controls the depth of near-maximal boxes B; assuming this condition allows us to construct an algorithm which is more computationally efficient. A similar approach is considered by Bubeck et al. (2011b) , who discuss artificially truncating trees at a certain depth.
Condition (iv) states that µ has quality γ ∈ (0, 1): this concept was introduced by Slivkins (2011) , and bounds the difficulty in estimating the widths W (B). Our version of this condition is new, and improves upon Slivkins' in two ways.
Firstly, we require the bound to hold for a larger collection of boxes B; we will show this change allows us to correct a flaw in the argument of Slivkins (2011) . Secondly, we require the boxes C 1 , C 2 to satisfy condition (9). In the case p = 1, when we have a single tree over X, this condition is trivial. However, when p > 1, it allows our algorithm to detect the axes along which µ varies, and so adaptively combine the trees T i .
Conditions (v) and (vi) are new to this work, and are also required to work with multiple trees efficiently. Again, when p = 1 the conditions can be shown to be trivially satisfiable; when p > 1, they will be necessary to prove our new results.
Condition (v) requires that the near-maximal boxes B lie within a grid structure; that the boxes can be created by independent subdivisions of the axes X i . This condition will be necessary to ensure that when our algorithm subdivides the axes, it does not create too many active boxes.
Condition (vi) requires that the near-maximal boxes B ∈ C m become smaller as m increases; that they describe consistent regions of the arm space X as δ m → 0. This condition will be necessary to ensure that as our algorithm progresses, the active boxes created at earlier time steps do not hinder us at later ones.
While the main motivation behind Definition 2 is our application to continuum-armed bandits, our results can also be applied to other treearmed bandit problems, including those with finite trees. We note that while our definitions do not require it, it will be easiest to satisfy Definition 2 when all leaf nodes U i in trees T i are singleton sets, a condition which should be satisfied by any reasonable choice of trees T i .
We have thus defined the conditions we will require on our reward functions µ. In the following section, we will show that, given these conditions, Algorithm 1 achieves good rates of regret.
Results for tree-armed bandits
We now prove our regret bounds for tree-armed bandits. We will prove our results uniformly over a class of reward functions µ, which we describe below.
For an arm space X, given as the product of coordinate spaces X i , i = 1, . . . , p, each equipped with tree T i , a zooming dimension β ≥ 0, a quality γ ∈ (0, 1), and constants κ, λ > 0, let
denote the class of arm distributions P whose reward functions µ are wellbehaved, with the above constants. We note that the class P is increasing in the parameters β, κ and λ, and decreasing in γ.
We also fix some notation we will use to describe our rates of regret. Given functions f, g : N → R satisfying f (T ) = O(g(T )) as T → ∞, we write f (T ) g(T ), and g(T ) f (T ). If both f (T ) g(T ) and f (T ) g(T ), we write f (T ) ≈ g(T ).
We now begin by establishing a lower bound on the regret any algorithm can achieve, in our setting of the tree-armed bandit problem. Our argument works by reducing to a finite arm space, and then applying a lower bound of Bubeck (2010) .
Theorem 2. Suppose the trees T i have no leaf nodes, and fix β ≥ 0. For large enough κ, λ > 0, small enough γ, ε ∈ (0, 1), and any strategy for treearmed bandits, we have events E T and E ′ T , each of probability at least ε under some P ∈ P, for which
for a rate
This rate matches, up to log factors, the rates in upper bounds which have previously been proved, for example for the zooming algorithm of Kleinberg et al. (2008) , or the HOO algorithm of Bubeck et al. (2011b) . In the following, we will show that it also matches upper bounds for the adaptive algorithm described in this paper.
We begin by showing that, up to log factors, Algorithm 1 achieves the same rates, given only knowledge of the quality γ. We note that a similar result was stated by Slivkins (2011) , in the case of a single finite tree. In the following, we use a novel argument to correct a flaw in the argument of Slivkins, 1 and also extend the result to multiple, infinite trees T i .
Theorem 3. Fix ε, γ ∈ (0, 1). Running Algorithm 1 with error rate ε and quality γ, for any β ≥ 0 and κ, λ > 0, we have events E T , of probability at least 1 − ε under any P ∈ P, on which
We have thus shown that Algorithm 1 achieves good rates of regret, without detailed knowledge of the reward function µ. Furthermore, the algorithm adapts to the shape of µ not only within a single tree T i , but also by combining the trees in whichever way minimises the zooming dimension β.
In the above theorem, Algorithm 1 still required a bound γ on the quality of µ. As a corollary, however, we can achieve similar rates of regret, up to say an additional log factor, without prior knowledge of µ.
Corollary 3. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1). Running Algorithm 1 with error rate ε and quality log(T ) −1 , for any β ≥ 0, κ, λ > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 1), we have events E T , of probability at least 1 − ε under any P ∈ P, on which
We note that in the above construction, Algorithm 1 is no longer an anytime algorithm, as its quality parameter depends on the time horizon T. If an anytime algorithm is desired, one can be constructed using the doubling trick, as in Slivkins (2011); however, we need not consider this further here.
We have thus shown that Algorithm 1 can achieve near-optimal rates of regret, for the optimal combination of trees T i , without prior knowledge of µ. We note that, together with Theorem 1, we can use this result to deduce the first part of Corollary 2, our result establishing good rates of regret in continuum-armed bandits.
Efficient implementation
It remains to discuss the implementation of our algorithm. We will show that, for a careful implementation, it can run in almost linear time.
To begin, we will assume that we can efficiently sample from the distributions π | B, B ∈ B. In the case of continuum-armed bandits, these are just uniform distributions over a product of intervals, which are easily sampled from; if the distribution π is less simple, we note that it can always be well approximated by random descent of the trees T i .
We now discuss how to implement Algorithm 1 efficiently. The key idea is to store the active boxes B in a priority queue, sorted by their index I t (B). The central operation in the algorithm, choosing an active box B maximising I t , can then be performed in constant time.
The remaining work lies in efficiently maintaining the set A t of active boxes, and their indices I t . We note that for active boxes B, the index I t (B), width estimate W t (B), and confidence radius r t (B) are changed only when we choose an arm x t ∈ B. We thus need ensure only that these quantities can be updated efficiently when given a new data point.
To do so, we will keep some preliminary computations stored in memory. For each active box B ∈ A t , we store a list of the past data points (x s , Y s ), s ≤ t, for which x s ∈ B. For each box C ⊆ B satisfying π(C | B) ≥ γ, we further store the number of hits n t (C), and average reward µ t (C). After choosing an arm x t ∈ B, we update these stored quantities to account for the new data point, and recompute the dependent quantities I t (B), W t (B) and r t (B).
In the event that we change the active set A t , any newly-stored quantities can be computed directly from the past data points (x s , Y s ), s ≤ t. With this procedure, we can then show that our algorithm runs in almost linear time.
Theorem 4. On the event E T , the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is:
(i) O(T log(T )), in the setting of Theorem 3; and (ii) O(T log(T ) 2+log 2 (p) ), in the setting of Corollary 3.
Finally, we note that together with Theorem 1, we can then deduce the second part of Corollary 2, our result establishing computational efficiency in continuum-armed bandits.
Proofs
In this section, we will give proofs of our results. In Section 4.1, we will prove results on zooming continuity; in Section 4.2, prove our lower bounds on the regret; in Section 4.3, give regret bounds for our algorithm; and in Section 4.4, bound their computational cost.
Proofs on zooming continuity
We first establish that the functions in Examples 1 and 2 are zooming continuous. For Example 1, we may argue directly.
Proof of Example 1. We first note that for functions (i), the result is a special-case of Example 2. For functions (ii)-(iv), we must establish that these functions do not satisfy the conditions of zooming continuity given by Definition 1.
For each function f, we will give explicit choices of U, x, y and z, for which part (ii) of that definition does not hold. Let ε ∈ (0, 1), and set U = [−ε 2 , ε − ε 2 ]. Then U has diameter ε, and is a neighbourhood in [0, 1] of 0, a global maximum of f. We now consider each function in turn.
(ii) We have
For Example 2, we will argue using two lemmas, which allow us to build more complex zooming continuous functions. Our first lemma establishes that elliptical and separable maxima are zooming continuous. Lemma 1. Let X ⊂ R p be a compact product of intervals, and x * ∈ X. The following functions f : X → R are zooming continuous.
α , for a positive-definite matrix A ∈ R p×p , and α > 0.
Proof. We must show that the functions f satisfy the conditions of zooming continuity given by Definition 1. Part (i) of that definition is satisfied as the functions f are continuous, with a unique global maximum at x * . For part (ii) of the definition, we will consider the functions (i) and (ii) separately.
(i) As A is positive definite, it is diagonalisable, with smallest and largest eigenvalues λ and λ, 0 < λ ≤ λ. Let ε > 0, and U be any neighbourhood in X of x * , having diameter d ∈ (0, ε]. Further let x, y ∈ U satisfy x − y U ≤ ε.
We thus have x − x * , y − y * ≤ d, and
We deduce
Since U must contain a point z satisfying z − x * ≥ 1 2 d, we also have
We conclude that
(ii) Let ε > 0, and U be any neighbourhood in X of x * , having diameter at most ε. Also let
, and x, y ∈ U satisfy x−y U ≤ ε.
We deduce that
We have thus shown that both functions f are zooming continuous.
Our second lemma shows that a function with zooming continuous global maxima is itself zooming continuous.
Lemma 2. Let X ⊂ R p be a compact product of intervals, and f : X → R be continuous, with finitely many global maxima x * 1 , . . . , x * L . For each maximum x * l , let the function g l : X → R be zooming continuous, with a global maximum at x * l . If further
Proof. We must show that f satisfies the zooming continuity conditions of Definition 1. Part (i) of that definition is satisfied as f is continuous, with finitely many global maxima. For part (ii), let x * l be a global maximum of f, and g l the associated zooming continuous function. Given ε > 0, let U be a neighbourhood in X of x * l , having diameter at most ε, and let x, y ∈ U satisfy x − y U ≤ ε.
We then have
and sup
as ε → 0, since g l is zooming continuous. As there are finitely many global maxima x * l , this limit holds uniformly over the choice of maximum. We conclude that f is zooming continuous.
Combining these lemmas, we have that the functions described in Example 2 are zooming continuous. We next establish that zooming continuity implies our grid and quality conditions. Proof of Theorem 1. We must show that µ satisfies the conditions of Definition 2; we first establish that µ is E-measurable. Since E is the Borel σ-algebra on [0, 1] p , it is sufficient to note that µ is continuous.
We now define partitions B m of [0, 1] p , composed of products of dyadic intervals, and covers C m ⊆ B m , which satisfy the conditions of Definition 2. Our constructions will depend on a constant J ∈ N, to be defined; we will show that for J large enough, the conditions of Definition 2 hold.
To begin, let µ have global maxima x * l , l = 1, . . . , L, for some L ∈ N. Define X l,δ to be subset of the level set X δ containing those points x which are closer to x * l than any other x * l ′ . As µ is continuous, and [0, 1] p compact, we must have diam(X l,δ ) → 0 as δ → 0.
We therefore have some m 0 ∈ N after which the level sets X l,δm are far apart: for m ≥ m 0 , we have
As a consequence, we also have L l=1 X l,δm = X δm . We will define our sets B m and C m in two ways, depending on whether or not m ≥ m 0 .
For m < m 0 , we will partition X into a fixed grid of 2 Jp equal boxes. We set B m = C m = G 1,m , where G 1,m is the grid given by all products of dyadic intervals of length 2 −J .
For m ≥ m 0 , we will partition X using grids G l,m of approximately 2 Jp equal boxes, each placed over a level set X l,δm . The covers C m and partitions B m will be defined in terms of these grids, so as to satisfy Definition 2.
We define these sets as follows. For i = 1, . . . , p, and l = 1, . . . , L, choose j i,l,m ∈ N as large as possible, such that 2 J−j i,l,m ≥ diam i (X l,δm ). Then let G l,m be the smallest grid, composed of boxes B satisfying diam i (B) = 2 −j i,l,m , which covers X l,δm . Further let C m be the smallest subset of L l=1 G l,m which covers X δm .
We thus have that G l,m is composed of at most (2 J + 1) p boxes, and for each l and m,
Applying (11), we conclude that for fixed m ≥ m 0 , the grids G l,m cover disconnected regions of [0, 1] p , and hence the boxes B ∈ C m are disjoint. For m ≥ m 0 , we have thus defined the sets C m ; it remains to construct the partitions B m . We will construct each B m inductively, so that C m ⊆ B m , and B m is a refinement of B m−1 .
Since j i,l,m is non-decreasing in m, and j i,l,m ≥ J, every box B ∈ C m must lie within a box C ∈ C m−1 ⊆ B m−1 . If we first set B m = B m−1 , and then subdivide boxes B ∈ B m as necessary to ensure C m ⊆ B m , we will therefore obtain the desired B m .
We have thus constructed the partitions B m of [0, 1] p , and covers C m ⊆ B m . It remains to show that, for a large enough choice of J, these sets satisfy conditions (i)-(vi) of Definition 2; we consider each condition in turn.
(ii) For m < m 0 , C m has cardinality 2 Jp ; for m ≥ m 0 , it has cardinality at most L(2 J + 1) p . In both cases, its cardinality is thus bounded by κδ −β m , for constants κ > 0 and β = 0.
(iii) We first prove part (iiia), and then deduce part (iiib).
(a) First suppose m ≥ m 0 , and set
Then U l,m is a neighbourhood in X of x * l , and from (12), we have diam(U l,m ) → 0 as m → ∞. We will use the fact that µ is zooming continuous, applied to U l,m .
for large enough J, and m ≥ m 1 , for some m 1 ≥ m 0 . Now pick B ∈ C l,m for which inf z∈B µ(z) = inf z∈U l,m µ(z). By the definition of C l,m , we must have some x ∈ B for which µ(x) ≥ µ(x * l ) − δ m . Using (13), we then have
Since p ≥ 1, we conclude that
and thus for B ∈ C l,m ,
Choosing J and m 1 large enough, this holds for all B ∈ C m , and m ≥ m 1 . For m < m 1 , we note that since µ is continuous on a compact space, it is uniformly continuous. We therefore have that for J large enough,
for all B ∈ C m , m < m 1 .
(b) For each l = 1, . . . , L, and m ≥ m 0 , we have some B ∈ C l,m containing x * l . By part (iiia), we then have
so B ⊆ X l,δ m+1 , and j i,l,m+1 ≤ j i,l,m + J. Inductively, we conclude that for all B ∈ C m , m ∈ N, we have d(B) ≤ λm, for a constant λ > 0.
, the required result trivially holds; we will assume not. Suppose first that m ≥ m 0 . As the grids G l,m cover disconnected regions, we must have B is on some C l,m .
Let U B = X l,δ(B) ; from (14), we have that δ(B) ≤ δ l,m → 0 as m → ∞, so diam(U B ) → 0. Given also K ∈ N, we can subdivide B into a grid G B of 2 pK boxes, whose dimensions are 2 −K -times those of B.
Applying the zooming continuity of µ to the neighbourhood U B in X of x * l , we then obtain for any C ∈ G B ,
for K large enough, and m ≥ m 2 , for some m 2 ≥ m 0 . If m < m 2 , the same result holds for K large enough by uniform continuity of µ, noting that min
In either case, we may deduce that
Now take two boxes C 0 , C p ∈ G B , satisfying
From (15), we may conclude that
If we further choose a sequence C 0 , . . . , C p of boxes in G B , with the property that each C i+1 agrees with C i except along one axis, then we must have some C i , C i+1 which satisfy
As K can be chosen to be a fixed constant, we also have that
for the fixed constant γ = 2 −pK .
(v) Each C m is a subset of the finite union the of grids G l,m . By construction, for each m ∈ N, the grids G l,m cover disconnected regions, so are separated.
(vi) Each B m+1 is a refinement of B m , by construction.
We hence conclude that µ satisfies Definition 2, with zooming dimension β = 0.
Proofs of lower bounds
We now prove our lower bounds on the regret. To begin, we will need a lower bound on the regret over a finite arm space, as proved by Bubeck (2010) .
, and set ∆ = v − u. Consider a multi-armed bandit problem, with arms X = {1, . . . , K}. Let the reward distributions P (x) be Bernoulli, with mean function
for some k ∈ X. Further let P k and E k denote probability and expectation under the reward function µ k . Then for any strategy, we have
Proof. The result is proved similarly to Lemma 2.2 of Bubeck (2010) . We begin with the cumulative regret R T , and note that
Arguing as in Bubeck (2010), we may assume our strategy is deterministic, and then for t ≤ T we have
where P 0 denotes probability under the reward function µ(x) = u, and KL(u, v) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence of Bernoulli random variables with means u and v. As this divergence is bounded by the χ 2 divergence, we further have
Combining the above inequalities gives the result for R T . For S T , we likewise have that
which can be bounded in a similar fashion.
Next, we prove that we can apply this lemma in a more general bandit setting.
, and set ∆ = v − u. Consider a multi-armed bandit problem whose arm space X can be partitioned into sets Ω 0 , . . . , Ω K . Let the reward distributions P (x) be Bernoulli, with reward function
for some k = 1, . . . , K, and a function µ(x) ≤ u. Further let P k and E k denote probability and expectation under the reward function µ k . If K ≥ 2, and
then for any strategy, we have
Proof. We will reduce the multi-armed bandit problem (A) in Lemma 4 to the multi-armed bandit problem (B) in Lemma 3: given a strategy x t for (A), we will construct a strategy x ′ t for (B) whose regret is no larger. The result will then follow from Lemma 3.
We begin with the cumulative regret R T . Let Y ′ t denote the rewards in (B), and x t denote any strategy for (A). Generate independent random variables Z ′ t = (Z t , V t ), where Z t is distributed as in the randomisation of x t , and
, where
Then define a strategy x ′ t for (B) by
If we apply the strategy x ′ t in (B), then the Y t and Z t are distributed exactly as if the strategy x t were applied in (A). We thus have that
is distributed as the regret in (A) under x t . Letting µ ′ k denote the reward function of (B), we also have
We may thus bound R T using Lemma 3. From (16) and (17), we have that
The desired result then follows from (19).
For the simple regret S T , suppose we are also given an maximum estimatê x T for (A). We may then likewise generate a random variableẐ T as in the randomisation ofx T ; let
and define an estimated maximumx ′ T in (B) bŷ
Letting S T denote the simple regret ofx T in (A), and S ′ T the simple regret ofx ′ T in (B), we have S ′ T ≤ S T , so may argue as before.
We may now prove our tree-armed bandit lower bound.
Proof of Theorem 2. We will proceed by a reduction to a multi-armed bandit problem. For each T ∈ N, we will construct specific arm distributions P k ∈ P, k = 1, . . . , K, to which we can apply Lemma 4. To proceed, we will first assume β > 0; we return later to the case β = 0. We will define a class of reward distributions P l,k , for l ∈ N, and k = 1, . . . , 2 l ; the specific P k we consider in Lemma 4 will then be given by the P l,k for a fixed l, chosen in terms of T.
We will define the reward distributions P l,k to be Bernoulli, each having some reward function µ l,k . The functions µ l,k will be defined so that for fixed l, these functions agree except in the location of their global maximum. The parameter k will then index the 2 l possible choices for that location.
In order for the distributions P l,k to lie within P, we will require the functions µ l,k to have many local maxima, centred around the possible locations of their global maximum. We will thus need to carefully construct the µ l,k in terms of the trees T i .
We therefore define a collection of nodes U i,j ∈ T 1 , as follows. Set U 0,1 = X 1 , and for each i = 0, 1, . . . and j = 1, . . . , 2 i , given U i,j , pick two children
to be a child of U k i,j , for k = 1, 2. For l ∈ N, k = 1, . . . , 2 l , we may now define the reward functions
where the constant α = 2 −1/β . We note that µ l,k has many local maxima, on sets U l−1,j × X 2 × · · · × X p , j = 1, . . . , 2 l−1 , but is globally maximised only on U l,k × X 2 × · · · × X p . Since X 1 has at least four grandchildren in T 1 , we have
likewise, we also have sup
To proceed, we must first show that the reward functions µ l,k satisfy Definition 2. We note that since the µ l,k are E-simple functions, they are certainly E-measurable. We must now show that, for fixed l ∈ N, k = 1, . . . , 2 l , and reward function µ = µ l,k , we can construct partitions B m of X, and covers C m ⊆ B m , satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.
To begin, for each m ∈ N, we define a parameter i m ∈ N 0 as follows. If δ m ≥ 1 3 , we set i m = 0. If δ m < 1 3 α l , we set i m = l. Otherwise, we choose i m ∈ N 0 as large as possible, subject to δ m < 1 3 α im .
We also fix a constant I ∈ N such that α I ≤ 1/4p. We then set B m to be the collection of boxes U × X 2 × · · · × X p , for all nodes U of depth 2(i m + I) in T 1 . We further set C m to be the subset of such boxes for which U ⊆ 2 im j=1 U im,j . We note that B m is indeed a partition of X, and C m ⊆ B m . It remains to check that these sets satisfy conditions (i)-(vi) of Definition 2. We consider each condition in turn.
(ii) The cardinality of C m is at most 2 im q 2I , which is bounded by κδ −β m for large enough κ > 0.
(iii) For each box B ∈ C m , we have the following.
(iv) Let B be a box on C m . We must have B = U × X 2 × · · · × X p , for a node U ∈ T 1 . We consider separately the cases:
(a) U is equal to some U i,j ;
(b) U is a child of some U i,j ; and (c) otherwise.
In case (iva), we set J = ⌈2β⌉, and first assume that i + J < l. We then have some nodes U 1 , U 2 , of depth at most 2(i+J) in T 1 , for which the boxes C k = U k × X 2 × · · · × X p satisfy C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B, and
If instead i + J ≥ l, then we can similarly find nodes U 1 , U 2 , of depth at most 2(i + J) in T 1 , for which the boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B satisfy
In either of the above cases, we also have
for the constant γ = q −2I ′ .
In case (ivb), if µ is constant on B, the result is trivial; otherwise, the result follows by the same argument as in case (iva). Finally, in case (ivc), µ must be constant on B, so the result is again trivial.
(v) By construction, C m is itself a single grid G 1,m .
(vi) By construction, B m+1 is a refinement of B m .
We thus conclude that the reward functions µ l,k satisfy Definition 2. It remains to lower bound the regret over the reward distributions P l,k , using Lemma 4.
For T ∈ N, we choose l ∈ N as small as possible, subject to 2 l(1+2/β) ≥ 4T, and set K = 2 l . We then apply Lemma 4 to the reward distributions
We have that the quantity ∆ = 1 3 2 −l/β , so we satisfy condition (17). The desired result then follows from (18), letting E T be the event that R T ≥ T ∆/8, and E ′ T the event that S T ≥ T /8. We have thus proved the theorem in the case β > 0. For β = 0, we proceed in similar fashion. For k = 1, 2 we define µ 1,k and P 1,k as above, now setting α = 1/ √ 2T . In this case, Definition 2 is trivially satisfied, setting B m = C m to be the collection of boxes U × X 2 × · · · × X p , for all nodes U of depth 2 in T 1 .
We then apply Lemma 4 to the reward distributions P 1,1 and P 1,2 , as above. We have K = 2 and ∆ = 1/3 √ 2T , so again satisfy condition (17); the result again follows from (18).
Proofs of regret bounds
We next focus on the regret of Algorithm 1. Our proofs are based on those of Slivkins (2011) , although we make some significant changes, both to correct a flaw in Slivkins' argument, and also to provide improved results.
We begin by describing an event which occurs with high probability, on which we can control the behaviour of our algorithm. We may then argue deterministically, conditional on that event.
Definition 3. We will say an execution of Algorithm 1 is clean if, for any t ∈ N, the following holds.
(i) If B ∈ B and n t (B) > 0, |µ t (B) − µ(B)| ≤ r t (B).
(ii) For each box B on a cover C m , m ∈ N, fix two boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B, satisfying the conditions of Definition 2(iv). If r t (B) ≤ γ/6, then r t (C k ) ≤ 2/γr t (B), for k = 1, 2.
In other words, an execution of Algorithm 1 is clean if the confidence radii r t bound the error in the estimates µ t , and we have two boxes C 1 , C 2 , satisfying the conditions of Definition 2(iv), which are hit by enough arms x t . We can show that both these events occur with high probability.
Lemma 5. In the setting of Theorem 3, an execution of Algorithm 1 is clean with probability at least 1 − ε.
Proof. We will consider separately the two conditions in Definition 3, and show that the probability of each one failing is at most 1 2 ε = 2τ −1 . (i) Let H t (B) denote the event that the box B was hit at time t, and for any B ∈ B and i ∈ N, define the random variables
The martingale
If Definition 3(i) does not hold, we must have
for some B ∈ B and n ∈ N. For a single B and n, by Azuma's inequality, the event (20) has probability at most 2[ρ(B)(τ + n)] −2 . Now, the number of boxes B of depth d is bounded by
so by a union bound, the probability that any event (20) occurs is at most
(ii) Given B, C 1 , and C 2 as in Definition 3(ii), for i ∈ N and k = 1, 2, we likewise define the random variables
If Definition 3(ii) does not hold, we must have r t (C k ) > 2/γr t (B), and so n t (C k ) < 1 2 γn t (B), for some B, k and t. Since π(C k | B) ≥ γ, we then have
for n = n t (B). For Definition 3(ii) to not hold, we must also have r t (B) ≤ γ/6, so we further deduce that
For a single such B, k and n, by Freedman's inequality, the event (21) has probability at most [ρ(B)(τ + n)] −2 . Arguing as in part (i), the probability that any event (21) occurs is thus at most 2τ −1 .
We may now begin to prove our regret bound for Algorithm 1. We will first show that the active boxes B must lie on the covers C m ; once this is proved, we will be able to precisely control the behaviour of our algorithm.
In the following, we will let A t denote the set of boxes active at time t, after ensuring Invariant 1. We will also say a box B was activated at time t, if it was made active at some point during that time step; we will consider the box X to have been activated at time 0.
Lemma 6. Let P (t) be the statement that, if B was activated at a time s ∈ N, s ≤ t, and 2 −m ≤ δ(B s ) ≤ 2 1−m , then B is on the cover C m . Then in the setting of Theorem 3, on a clean execution, for any B ∈ B and t ∈ N:
(i) if P (t) holds, and B ∈ A t , then
(iii) if P (t − 1) holds, and B ⊆ B t , then δ(B t ) ≤ 5pνr t (B); and (iv) P (t − 1) holds.
Proof. We will first establish parts (i)-(iii), and then use these results to prove part (iv) inductively.
(i) We will show that, since B satisfies Invariant 1, its width W (B) cannot be much larger than its confidence radius r t (B). To begin, we will need to prove that B lies on some cover C m .
If B = X, then B is on the cover C 1 . Any other B ∈ A t must have been activated at some time s ∈ N, s ≤ t; if δ(B s ) > 0, then by P (t), B must be on some cover C m . In the remaining case, since B ⊂ B s , we have
and the result is trivial.
We may thus assume B lies on some cover C m , and so let C 1 , C 2 ⊆ B be the boxes fixed in Definition 3(ii). If r t (B) > γ/6, then 2pνr t (B) ≥ 1, so the desired result follows from W (B) ≤ δ(B) ≤ 1. Otherwise, we have
where the first inequality follows from Invariant 1, the second from Definition 3(i), and the third from Definitions 2(iv) and 3(ii). Rearranging gives the desired result.
(ii) We will show that, since the box B t maximises the index I t−1 , its mean µ(B) must be close to the optimum µ * . First, we pick a box B * t ∈ A t−1 satisfying sup z∈B * t µ(z) = µ * . By part (i), we have
We then deduce that
where the first inequality follows since B t maximises I t−1 , the second from (22) and Definition 3(i), and the third from the definition of B * t . We conclude that
where the first inequality follows again using Definition 3(i), and the second from (23).
(iii) We will show that we can bound r t (B) by r t−1 (B t ), and then apply parts (i) and (ii). First, we note that since B ⊆ B t ,
If n t−1 (B t ) ≤ 24, then n t (B) ≤ 25, so 5pνr t (B) ≥ 1, and the desired result follows from δ(B t ) ≤ 1.
Otherwise, we have
where the first inequality follows from (10), and the second from parts (i) and (ii). We thus obtain
where the first inequality follows from (25), and the second from (24).
(iv) We will now show the statements P (t) hold, arguing by induction on t. We first note that the statement P (0) is trivial; for t ∈ N, we now suppose P (t − 1) holds, but P (t) does not, and show this leads to a contradiction.
Let B be the box, activated at time t, which is the first-activated box to not satisfy P (t). Further let C be the box deactivated immediately before B was activated. Note that we either have C = B t , or that C was activated at time t, so C ⊂ B t .
We will need to establish that C lies on a single grid G l,m , where
To show this, we first prove that C lies on B m .
If C = X, the statement is trivial. Otherwise, C must have been activated before B, at some time s ≤ t. Since B ⊂ B t , and B ⊂ C ⊂ B s , we must have B t ⊆ B s , and
By the inductive hypothesis, C lies on some partition B l , l ≤ m, and then by Definition 2(vi), also on B m .
We thus have that C lies on B m . Since C ⊆ B t , we also have
so C further lies on the cover C m . Using Definition 2(v), C must then lie on a single grid G l,m .
We will now proceed to show a contradiction. Let G l,m be generated by subsets S j of each tree T j , and set C = p j=1 V j , V j ∈ T j . As C was deactivated at time t, we must have boxes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ C, differing only in axis i, for which
We first suppose V i ∈ S i , and show this leads to a contradiction. In this case, as C is on G l,m , and B was formed by splitting C along axis i, we must have that B is on G l,m . Since C is on C m , and B ⊂ C, we conclude that B is also on C m , contradicting our choice of B.
We must therefore have V i ∈ S i ; we will show that this too leads to a contradiction. Suppose we have two points x 1 , x 2 ∈ C, which agree except in the i-th coordinate. Then these points must lie within the same member of C m , so
Now let U i,k , k = 1, 2, and U j , j = i, be defined in terms of C 1 , C 2 , as in (9). Further letπ 0 denote the product distribution of π j | U j , j = i, letπ k denote the distribution π i | U i,k , and for x ∈ X, let x −i denote the vector (x 1 , . . . , x i−1 , x i+1 , . . . , x p ).
We then obtain
where the first inequality follows from Definition 3(i), the second from (27), the third since δ(B t ) ≥ 2 −m , and the fourth from part (iii).
As this contradicts (26), we conclude that no such box B exists, and hence P (t) holds. The result then follows by induction.
To prove our regret bound, we must now show Algorithm 1 selects good boxes B t . In the following, we will say Algorithm 1 selects a box B at time t if B t = B, and let N t (B) denote the number of times s ≤ t at which the box B was selected. We then give the following lemma, which on a clean execution bounds how many different boxes we activate, and the number of times each box is selected.
Lemma 7. In the setting of Theorem 3, on a clean execution, for any B ∈ B and m ∈ N:
(i) at most κ2 (m−1)β+1 boxes B are activated at times t ∈ N with
(ii) at most ζ m activated boxes B satisfy δ(B) ≥ 2 −m , where Proof. We will show each result in turn, applying Lemma 6 as necessary.
(i) We will apply Lemma 6(iv). By that result, if a box B was activated at a time t ∈ N, with 2 −m ≤ δ(B t ) ≤ 2 1−m , then B is on the cover C m . We therefore need only count the activated boxes B on C m .
The set of all activated boxes forms a tree, with root X, and B a child of C if B was activated when C was deactivated. The set of activated boxes on the cover C m similarly forms a forest, where each internal node has at least two children, and by Definition 2(ii) there are at most κ2 (m−1)β leaves. We conclude there are at most κ2 (m−1)β+1 such boxes.
(ii) We will apply part (i). If B = X, it must have been activated at some time t ∈ N. Since B ⊂ B t , if δ(B) ≥ 2 −m , we have
By part (i), there are at most m−1 l=0 κ2 lβ+1 such B; the result follows after including B = X.
(iii) As in parts (i) and (ii), B must be on a cover C l , for some l ≤ m. The result then follows by Definition 2(iiib).
(iv) We will apply Lemma 6(ii) and part (iii). If N T (B) = 0, the result is trivial. Otherwise, B must have been last selected at some time t ≤ T. We then have N T (B) ≤ n t (B) ν 2 ∆(B) −2 log[ρ(B)(τ + n t (B))],
where the first inequality follows from the definitions, the second from Lemmas 6(ii) and 6(iv), and the third since n t (B) ≤ T. Now, since Finally, we will also prove a lemma controlling the size of the confidence radii r t (B t ).
Lemma 8. In the setting of Theorem 3, on a clean execution, for any B ∈ B and t ∈ N:
(i) if B was deactivated at time t, then δ(B) ≥ νr t (B);
(ii) if B was activated at time t, then d(B) log(t); and (iii) for any T ∈ N and m ∈ Z, we have some t ≤ T satisfying νr t (B t ) max 2 −m , ζ m log(T )/γT , uniformly in γ.
Proof. We prove each result in turn, applying Lemma 7 where necessary.
(i) The result follows from the definitions. We have
where the first inequality follows from (10), the second from Definition 3(i), and the third since B was deactivated at time t.
(ii) We proceed using part (i). Let C be the box deactivated immediately before B was activated; we have
where the first inequality follows by part (i), the second since n t (C) ≤ t, and the third since γ ≤ 1. Then by Lemma 7(iii),
d(C) log(t).
The result follows since d(B) ≤ d(C) + 1.
(iii) We proceed using parts (i) and (ii). Given T ∈ N, m ∈ Z, suppose that νr t (B t ) ≥ 2 −m , t ≤ T.
For any t ≤ T such that B t = X, let C be the box deactivated immediately before B t was activated, and s < t the time when this occurred. Since C ⊆ B s , we have νr s (C) ≥ νr s (B s ) ≥ 2 −m .
By part (i), we thus have δ(C) ≥ 2 −m . By Lemma 7(ii), there are at most ζ m such boxes C, and thus at most qζ m + 1 distinct boxes B t , t ≤ T.
By the pigeonhole principle, we then must have some box B, last selected at time t ≤ T, for which n t (B) = n T (B) ≥ T /(qζ m + 1).
We deduce that νr t (B) ζ m log(ρ(B)(τ + T ))/γT , and result follows by part (ii).
We are now ready to prove our regret bound for Algorithm 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. We will show that, on a clean execution, we can bound the regret of Algorithm 1 using Lemmas 6-8. Let E T be the event that the execution was clean; from Lemma 5, we know this event has probability at least 1 − ε. We next consider the cumulative regret. Set α = 1 + 1(β = 0), and given T ∈ N, choose m T ∈ Z so that 2 m T ≈ γT log(T ) α
1/(β+2)
. On E T , for any set of reward distributions P ∈ P, we have , where the first inequality follows since we can select boxes with ∆(B) ≤ 2 −m T at most T times, the second from Lemmas 7(ii) and 7(iv), and the third and fourth from the definitions of ζ m and m T ; note the additional log power when β = 0 is necessary to control ζ m .
To bound the simple regret, we proceed in a similar fashion. On E T , we have , where the first inequality follows from (10), the second from Lemmas 6(iii) and 6(iv), the third from Lemma 8(iii), and the fourth and fifth from the definitions of ζ m and m T .
Proofs of computational cost
Finally, we prove bounds on the complexity of our algorithm.
Proof of Theorem 4. We first prove our result in the setting of Theorem 3, and then deduce the result in the setting of Corollary 3.
(i) In the setting of Theorem 3, we work on the event E T that the execution was clean. We then divide the computational cost of Algorithm 1 into four parts:
(a) the cost of updating priorities in the priority queue;
(b) the cost of insertions to and deletions from the priority queue;
(c) the costs otherwise associated with maintaining Invariant 1; and (d) all other costs.
For part (ia), we note that at time t ≤ T, we only update the priority of the active box B t . Since every deactivated box must contain at least one point x s , there can be at most O(T ) active boxes. Each update therefore has cost O(log(T )), and the total cost of updates is
O(T log(T )).
For part (ib), we note that the boxes activated by time T form a tree, as in the proof of Lemma 7(i). As the leaves of the tree are the boxes active at time T, there are O(T ) leaves.
Since all internal nodes of the tree have at least two children, there are thus O(T ) boxes in total. Then as each box can have been inserted to and deleted from the priority queue at most once, with cost O(log(T )), the total cost of insertions and deletions is O(T log(T )).
For part (ic), let Γ ∈ N be an upper bound on the number of sub-boxes C ⊆ B satisfying π(C | B) ≥ γ, for any box B. Deactivating a box B at time t requires the computation of any newly-stored quantities: O(Γ) such quantities taking time at most linear in n t (B); and the width estimates W t (C) of the newly-activated boxes C, which an efficient implementation can compute in time O(Γ).
The total cost of activations is then 
O(Γ).
Now, by Lemma 8(ii), each design point x t can have hit at most O(log(T )) boxes deactivated by time T. The total cost of activations is thus O(ΓT log(T )).
For part (id), we note that at time t, the remaining costs are those of updating stored quantities related to the selected box B t : O(Γ) stored quantities which can be updated in constant time; and W t (B t ), which can be updated in time O(Γ). The total remaining cost thus O(ΓT ).
The overall computational cost is thus O(ΓT log(T )).
In the setting of Theorem 3, the result follows since Γ is a fixed constant.
(ii) In the setting of Corollary 3, we note that our results need hold only in the limit T → ∞. We may thus assume T is large enough that log(T ) −1 ≤ γ, and so apply the analysis in part (i).
To proceed, we need to bound the constant Γ in terms of T. Choose l ∈ N as large as possible, such that 2 l ≤ log(T ). Then for any box B ∈ B, and any C ⊆ B satisfying π(C | B) ≥ log(T ) −1 , we must have that C was constructed by splitting B along the sequence of axes i 1 , . . . , i k , for axes i j = 1, . . . , p, and k ≤ l.
There are O(p l ) such sequences, and for each sequence, O(log(T )) possible boxes C. We conclude that the total number of boxes C is Γ = O(p l log(T )) = O(log(T ) 1+log 2 (p) ).
We thus obtain that the total computational cost is O(T log(T ) 2+log 2 (p) ).
